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A B S T R A C T

Background: The burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and hypertension is rapidly increasing in low- and
middle-income countries. This is evident not only in adults, but also in children. Recent estimates of preva-
lence in children are lacking, particularly in Africa. As such, we conducted a systematic review and meta-
analysis to provide updated estimates of paediatric hypertension in Africa.
Methods: We searched PubMed and EBSCO to identify articles published from January 2017 to November
2020. Studies were assessed for quality. We combined results for meta-analyses using a random effects
model (Freeman-Tukey arcsine transformation). Heterogeneity was quantified using the I2 statistic.
Findings: In the narrative synthesis of 53 studies, publication bias was low for 28, moderate for 24, and high
for one study. Hypertension prevalence ranged substantially (0¢2%-38¢9%). Meta-analysis included 41 studies
resulting in data on 52918 participants aged 3 to 19 years from ten countries. The pooled prevalence for
hypertension (systolic/diastolic BP�95th percentile) was 7¢45% (95%CI 5¢30-9¢92, I2=98.96%), elevated blood
pressure (BP, systolic/diastolic BP�90th percentile and <95th percentile) 11¢38% (95%CI 7¢94-15¢33,
I2=98.97%) and combined hypertension/elevated BP 21¢74% (95%CI 15¢5-28¢69, I2=99.48%). Participants cate-
gorized as overweight/with obesity had a higher prevalence of hypertension (18¢5% [95%CI 10¢2-28¢5]) than
those categorized as underweight/normal (1¢0% [95%CI 0¢1-2¢6], 4¢8% [95%CI 2¢9-7¢1], p<0¢001). There were
significant differences in hypertension prevalence when comparing BP measurement methods and classifica-
tion guidelines.
Interpretation: Compared to a previous systematic review conducted in 2017, this study suggests a continued
increase in prevalence of paediatric hypertension in Africa, and highlights the potential role of increasing
overweight/obesity.
Funding: This research was funded in part by the Wellcome Trust [Grant number:214082/Z/18/Z]. LJW and
SAN are supported by the DSI-NRF Centre of Human Development at the University of the Witwatersrand.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

The prevalence of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) remains a
growing concern globally, with a burgeoning NCD burden in low-
and middle-income countries (LMICs) [1]. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), cardiovascular disease (CVD) alone
accounts for approximately 17.9 million NCD deaths annually [2],
75% of which occurred in LMICs [2]. This increase in NCDs seen in
LMICs, including in Africa, may result from “rapid, unplanned and
unmanaged” urbanisation [3], often associated with an increase in
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Mounting evidence has suggested that both hypertension and
certain risk factors for its development, such as obesity, occur
early in childhood. Prior to this review only one systematic
review and meta-analysis focusing on paediatric hypertension
specifically in Africa could be found, spanning 21 years (1996-
2017) and reporting prevalence of paediatric hypertension in
Africa to be 5¢5%. Given the rapid increase in exposure to risk
factors for hypertension in children, an update of the previous
review is needed.

Added value of this study

We searched PubMed and EBSCO to identify articles published
from January 2017-November 2020. Studies were assessed for
quality and risk of bias. We identified and included 53 and 41
studies in the narrative review and meta-analysis, respectively,
suggesting an increase in relevant publications from the previ-
ous review, which included 25 studies in the meta-analysis
spanning 21 years. The pooled prevalence for hypertension was
7¢5%, a 36% increase from the previous review and meta-
analysis.

Implications of all the available evidence

Despite the call made in the previous review for measures to
reduce paediatric hypertension, it is clear hypertension levels
have continued to rise. This highlights the urgency for imple-
mentation of prevention strategies across Africa. Given the
strong association between blood pressure and BMI, strategies
should include evidence-based primary prevention pro-
grammes, enhanced development and availability of contextu-
ally-relevant paediatric guidelines, and increasing the funding
and resources for awareness, detection and management of
paediatric hypertension.
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CVD risk factors such as dietary changes, increasingly sedentary life-
styles, increasing obesity, tobacco use and exposure to air pollutants
[3-6]. The risks are not only evident in adults, but also in children.
Obesity in children and adolescents in Southern Africa has shown the
largest proportional increase globally with a staggering 400% increase
per decade [7]. Obesity is, in turn, associated with elevated blood
pressure (BP) and hypertension [8], a significant contributor to the
development of CVD [9]. A previous systematic review evaluating
paediatric hypertension in Africa between 1996 and 2017 (21 years)
included only 51 studies of which 25 were included in the meta-anal-
ysis [10]. Due to the rapid increase in risk factors, the previous
review’s finding that obesity is significantly associated with hyper-
tension, and the growing focus on the importance of paediatric
hypertension, an update of this previous review is urgently needed.

Hypertension is the leading risk factor not only for CVD, but for
the burden of disease globally [11]. The prevalence of hypertension
in children and adolescence is of great concern since elevated BP in
childhood and adolescence tracks into adulthood in the majority of
cases [12,13]. One study found that in adults presenting with hyper-
tension, around half had elevated BP in childhood. Additionally, ele-
vated BP in childhood has been shown to predict increased adult
cardiovascular disease and mortality, including coronary heart dis-
ease and stroke [14,15]. Furthermore, the risk factors for paediatric
elevated BP, such as obesity, may also track into adulthood, highlight-
ing the importance of interventions at an early age [16]. Despite the
clear importance of evaluating childhood and adolescent BP there are
no paediatric BP guidelines for the African region at present.
The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis is to present
a detailed, updated review of the prevalence of hypertension in chil-
dren and adolescents in Africa, evaluating the availability of informa-
tion and the impact of covariates such as obesity, age, and sex.
Furthermore, we aimed to examine the methods and guidelines used
to determine hypertension in child and adolescent populations in
Africa

2. Methods

This systematic review and meta-analyses was conducted in
accordance with the PRISMA guidelines.

2.1. Search Strategy

This review aims to serve as an update of a previous review evalu-
ating paediatric hypertension in Africa between 1 January 1996 and 2
February 2016, and as such will closely mimic their search strategy
[10]. The search for articles was conducted in November 2020 accord-
ing to the PICO (Participants, Intervention, Comparator, Outcomes)
model of formulating a clinical question in the healthcare setting.
Restrictions to articles were based on age (between 1-19 years),
study population (African countries), date of publication (from 1 Jan-
uary 2017 until 30 November 2020), and language (published in
English). The following databases were used in the search: PubMed,
EBSCO host (including Scopus, African Journals, academic search
complete and Medline). A sample of the EBSCO search strategy is
available in supplementary file 1. References of identified articles
were also screened for additional relevant articles that met the inclu-
sion criteria.

2.2. Screening and selection

The results were screened for duplicates which were removed,
followed by title and abstract screening; screening was completed by
one researcher (SHC), with 10% of titles and abstracts additionally
screened by a second member of the research team to check agree-
ment. Full texts of eligible articles were then accessed and divided
among three authors (SHC, LMS, AKR) for full text screening, and 10%
of full-text articles were screened by a second member of the
research team to check agreement. If a full text was unavailable, the
authors were contacted to gain access to the article. Full-text articles
meeting inclusion criteria for the meta-analyses were double
screened.

2.3. Study Selection

Randomised control trials, cohort studies, case studies, longitudi-
nal and cross-sectional studies reporting prevalence of elevated
blood pressure (BP) (prehypertension), hypertension (systolic and/or
diastolic), or combined elevated BP and hypertension in children
aged 1-19 years, were included. Letters, reviews, commentaries and
editorials as well as animal and genetic studies, studies not written in
English, studies among populations of African origin residing outside
of Africa, studies selecting participants on the basis of presence of
hypertension, and studies not differentiating between adult and
child/adolescent data were excluded.

For the meta-analysis, studies were additionally excluded if no
raw prevalence data could reliably be extracted (for example, if only
a percentage was provided), if no aggregate systolic and diastolic
hypertension prevalence data were available, in case of high risk of
bias (described below), and/or if participants were selected from
within a specific disease. Additionally, if two studies from the same
database were identified, the study with the lowest risk of bias and
largest sample size was included in the meta-analysis.
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Any disagreements in full text screening and selection were
resolved through discussion among three authors (SHC, LMS, AKR)
until consensus was reached.

2.4. Risk of bias assessment

We used a risk of bias tool specific to prevalence studies
developed by Hoy et al to assess risk of bias [17]. Each study was
assessed by SHC, LMS and AKR according to the tool’s criteria,
resulting in a summary score per paper that was categorised as
follows: 0-5 high risk of bias; 6-7: moderate risk of bias; 8-10:
low risk of bias [18].

2.5. Data extraction

Relevant data from each individual paper was extracted using a
predefined, standardized data extraction form (Supplementary
table 1). Where relevant information for inclusion in the meta-analy-
sis was not available, we contacted the relevant study’s correspond-
ing author, allowing two weeks for a response.

Relevant data included author name, year of publication, year of
data collection, country, geographical setting (urban, peri-urban or
rural), classification used to determine hypertension status, age range
of participants, mean age of participants, participant sex, participant
body mass index (BMI), total sample size, prevalence (n and % - if one
was not available data n or % was calculated from the other if possi-
ble) of hypertension (systolic and/or diastolic BP �95% percentile),
prevalence (n and %) of elevated BP (systolic and/or diastolic BP �90%
and <95% percentile), and prevalence (n and %) of combined hyper-
tension and elevated BP (2017 AAP guidelines) [19]. We additionally
determined the African region (Eastern, Western, Central, Southern,
Northern) according to the United Nations (UN) classification [20]
and ascertained country gross domestic product per capita (GDP)
according to the World Bank [21].

2.6. Data analysis

We performed meta-analysis on the subset of papers meeting
the selection criteria outlined above. Using STATA 13 (StataCorp,
2013, College Station, USA), we pooled individual study estimates
using a random effects model for meta-analysis following the
Freeman-Tukey arcsine transformation to stabilize the variance
[22].

Heterogeneity was quantified using the I2 statistic [23]. For the
hypertension outcome, subgroup analysis using ANOVA was per-
formed in case of significant heterogeneity, comparing the following
a priori determined variables: African region, geographical setting
(urban or rural), timing of data collection before or after 2015, age,
sex, BMI category (underweight, normal, overweight/with obesity),
BP measurement method (automatic/oscillometric vs manual/auscul-
tatory), number of occasions of BP measurement, standards used for
categorisation of hypertension (for example, the AAP 2004 “Fourth
Report; [24] the AAP 2017 guidelines [19]) sample size, and risk of
bias score. A p-value of <0.05 was set to indicate a significant differ-
ence between subgroups. Funnel plots and the Egger test p-value
were used to assess the presence of publication bias, considered to be
present at a p-value of <0.1 in analyses with at least five studies
included. [25]

Additionally, meta-regression analysis was performed to further
explore heterogeneity with respect to prevalence of hypertension.
Following univariate regression analysis, we performed multivariable
regression analysis across three models, namely: Model 1 (M1):
country GDP and mean BMI; Model 2 (M2): country GDP, mean BMI
and age; Model 3 (M3): country GDP, mean BMI, Age, automatic or
manual BP, number of BP measurements.
3. Ethical considerations

As a meta-analysis without original data this study was exempt
from ethical approval. To our knowledge all includes studies obtained
ethical approval from their respective institutions.
4. Role of Funding

The funders of this study had no role in the study design, data col-
lection, data analysis, data interpretation, or the writing of the article.
SHC, LMS and AKR had full access to all the data in the study. All
authors had access to data extraction sheet and outputs as well as
final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
5. Results

Search results were screened for duplicates by title and abstract
screening; 1516 of the 1576 articles were excluded as they did not
focus on or report paediatric hypertension or were conducted outside
of Africa. Of 60 articles identified from the title and abstract screen-
ing, 53 presented data on hypertension prevalence specifically for
African children between 1-19 years age range. Reasons for the exclu-
sion of the remaining 7 articles were: Blood pressure (BP) was self-
reported and not measured (n=1) (Letamo et al) [26], the study sam-
ple spanned outside the desirable age range in which no age specific
data could be extracted (n=2) (Bhimma et al [27], Mokgwathi et al
[28]), the study was not conducted within an African population
residing in Africa (n=2) (South et al [29], South et al [30]) and no
extractable information regarding hypertension could be extracted
from the results (n=2) (Muyumba et al [31], Mphekgwana et al [32])
(Figure 1).

Information regarding prevalence of paediatric elevated BP,
hypertension and/or combined elevated BP and hypertension was
obtained for 58591 participants from ten African countries (repre-
senting 18.5% of African countries); Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, Gam-
bia, Ghana, Nigeria, Seychelles, South Africa, Tanzania, and Uganda.
South Africa and Nigeria were represented by 16 studies each,
whereas the other countries had between 1-5 studies each. Of all
included studies, 51% (n=27) reported both hypertension and ele-
vated BP prevalence, this was followed by 34% (n=18) only reporting
on hypertension prevalence, while the remaining 15% reported on
either elevated BP (n=4) or combined hypertension and elevated BP
(n=4).

Of the studies included in the systematic review, 27 were catego-
rized as low risk of bias, 25 as moderate risk, and one as high risk of
bias (Supplementary table 3). External validity (study population,
sampling frame, and participant selection) were the main individual
items presenting higher risk of bias scores.

An overview of the included studies, subdivided by African
regions, can be found in Table 1. In the majority of studies (n=33),
hypertension and elevated BP percentiles were calculated using the
standards from the “Fourth report on the diagnosis, evaluation and
treatment of high BP in children and adolescents” (Fourth Report,
AAP 2004) [24]. Five studies did not specify which standards they
used to determine their age, sex, and height adjusted percentiles,
while one study reported using only SBP and/or DBP �130/85 as their
hypertension classification [33].

The overall prevalence of hypertension, elevated BP and com-
bined hypertension/elevated BP ranged from 0¢2% to 38¢9%; 2¢5% to
40¢3%; and 32¢9% to 50¢5% respectively. In males, hypertension
ranged from 1¢8% to 31¢8%, while in females, hypertension prevalence
was between 2¢4% to 33¢3%. Elevated BP ranged from 2¢2% to 39¢3%
and from 3¢9% to 25¢7% in males and females, respectively. The preva-
lence of both hypertension and elevated BP differed within the vari-
ous African regions, with Northern Africa showing the highest



Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study selection.
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prevalence (range: 4¢3% - 38¢9%) and Eastern Africa showing the low-
est prevalence (range: 3¢1% - 15%)¢

Of the 53 studies, 37 reported obesity and/or overweight preva-
lence in their respective samples [34-70], with the prevalence of obe-
sity ranging from 0¢3% to 50% These studies consistently found a
higher prevalence of elevated BP and/or hypertension in participants
with obesity, overweight, or central obesity. A case-control study
where authors compared prevalence of hypertension in children
with and with out obesity found that only the children in the obesity
group had hypertension (25%), and this group had significantly more
cases of elevated BP than the non-obesity group (19¢4% vs 6¢5%)
(Chedjou-Nono et al [68]). Additionally, three studies found that
more than 20% of children with obesity or adolescents had hyperten-
sion (Emmanuel et al [59], Adeomi et al [63], Ibrahim et al [56]). Simi-
larly, Muhihi et al reported 17.2% of overweight and having obesity
children and or adolescents had elevated BP [41]. Of note, Benmo-
hammed et al found that boys with obesity had a significantly higher
prevalence of hypertension compared to girls with obesity (36% vs
27%, p=0.002) [70]. Of the included studies that quantified the associ-
ation with obesity/overweight, all but one (Alicke et al, sample size
18855) found a significant association, with the adjusted odds of hav-
ing hypertension found to be between three to 25 times increased in
children with overweight and/or obesity vs normal BMI in ages rang-
ing from 7-18 years [52,69,71,72].

5.1. Meta-analysis results

Of the 53 studies included in the systematic review, in total 41
were included for meta-analysis for at least one outcome (hyperten-
sion, elevated BP, or both combined). Reasons for exclusion of the
remaining 12 articles were as follows: high risk of bias (Masocha et al
[50]), study from the same database included (Nqweniso et al [73],
Schoenbuchner et al [74], Matjuda et al [46], Hassana et al [36],
Nkwana et al [49]), lack of aggregated data for systolic/diastolic
hypertension (Sherif et al [38], Elseifi et al [35], Musa et al [33],
Gomwe et al [75]), and lack of extractable raw numerator or



Table 1
Prevalence of hypertension and elevated blood pressure in African children and adolescents

Author Country /

Setting

Year data

collected

Sample

size (n)

Age range yrs@(mean) (n) males /

(n) females

Hypertension criteria

used

% Hypertension % Elevated BP / Combined high BP* % Obese /

Overweight +

obesey

All M F All M F All

Northern Africa

Benmohammed et al

2018 [70]

Algeria / Urban 2007 1100 12-18 (15¢1) 537 / 563 4th report 2004 12¢4 13 4¢6

Bouhenni et al 2017

[90]

Algeria / Both 2014 577 10-19 (15¢2) 261 / 316 4th report 2004 4¢3 14¢7

El-Koofy et al 2020 [34] Egypt 2016 72 3-14 (8¢7) 40 / 32 4th report 2004 38¢9 55¢6
Elseifi et al 2020 [35] Egypt 2017-2018 224 12-14 (13¢0) 115 / 109 2017 AAP Systolic: 3¢6

Diastolic: 2¢7
18¢8

aHassan et al

2019 [37]

Egypt 2013-2016 200 12-18 (16) 0 / 200 4th report 2004 50¢5 37¢5y

aHassana et al

2019 [36]

77 35 /42 40¢3 42¢9 38¢8 100

Sherif et al 2019 [38] Egypt / Urban 2016-2017 110 4-18 38 / 72 Percentiles, undefined Systolic: 9¢1
Diastolic: 10

3¢6

Eastern Africa

Katamba et al

2020 [39]

Uganda / Peri-urban 2018 616 12-19 (15¢6) 212 / 404 4th report 2004 3¢1 7¢1 8¢5 6¢4 3¢4

Leyvraz et al

2018 [40]

Seychelles 1998-2006 4519 5-6 (5¢5) 2324 / 2195 4th report 2004 10¢2 9¢1 11¢4 5¢9

Lule et al 2019 [91] Uganda / Rural 2014-2016 1119 (10¢2) 583 / 536 4th report 2004 8¢4 10¢5
Muhihi et al

2018 [41]

Tanzania / Urban 446 6-17 (11¢1) 209 / 237 4th report 2004 10¢8 4¢9 5¢2

Nakiriba et al

2018 [42]

Uganda / Peri-urban 688 12-19 (15¢4) 0 / 688 Percentiles, undefined 11¢6 30¢5

Nsanya et al

2019 [72]

Tanzania, Uganda /

Urban

2015 827 12-17 410 / 417 4th report 2004 Total: 15¢0 12-

14 yrs: 15 15-

17 yrs: 15

12-14 yrs: 6

15-17 yrs:

16

12-14 yrs: 21

15-17 yrs: 14

Total: 22¢0 12-

14 yrs: 16

15-17 yrs: 23

12-14 yrs: 17

15-17 yrs:

28

12-14 yrs: 16

15-17 yrs:

17

Nyangasa et al

2019 [43]

Tanzania -@Zanzibar /

Rural

2013 165 4¢9-18 (12) 85 / 80 4th report 2004 9¢7 15¢1 5¢5y

Southern Africa

bGerber et al 2018 [44] RSA / Urban 2015-2016 801 8-13 (9¢5) 402 / 399 Neuhauser et al 2017 32¢6 31¢8 33¢3 8¢4 7¢5 9¢3 5¢1
bNqwenso et al 2020

[73]

842 433 / 409 Neuhauser et al 2017

(only if both

SBP + DBP

13¢5 7

*Combined high BP; y Overweight + Obese; Studies with same superscript (a,b,c) made use of same dataset, however made use of either different classifications or study outcomes.

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Author Country /

Setting

Year data

collected

Sample

size (n)

Age range yrs@(mean) (n) males /

(n) females

Hypertension criteria

used

% Hypertension % Elevated BP / Combined high BP* % Obese /

Overweight +

obesey

All M F All M F All

Ibrahim et al 2019 [56] Nigeria / Both 2014-2015 1745 6-12 (8¢8) 873 / 872 4th report 2004 3 0¢6
Okpokowuruk et al

2017 [97]

Nigeria / P-Urban 200 3-17 (12¢4) 72 / 128 4th report 2004 3¢5 2¢5

Abu et al 2020 [57] Nigeria 2015 420 10-19 (14) 179 / 241 4th report 2004 6¢9 8¢8 3¢3
Abiodun et al 2019 [58] Nigeria 2014-2017 6980 15-19 (16¢5) 3059 / 3921 4th report 2004 25¢3 26¢1 14¢9 25¢1 31¢3 20¢4 9¢6
Emmanuel et al 2017

[59]

Nigeria 416 10-19 (14¢8) 208 / 208 4th report 2004 10¢1 5¢8 14¢4 25y

Ezeudu et al 2018 [60] Nigeria / Urban 2013-2014 984 10-19 (14¢6) 470 / 514 4th report 2004 6¢3 5¢4 7¢3 5¢0 4¢2 5¢8 2¢5
Amadi et al 2019 [61] Nigeria 2017 491 @6-17@ 219 / 272 4th report 2004 Total: 9¢4 6-12

yrs: 6¢5 13-17

yrs: 14¢2

5¢9 12¢1 15¢0

Omisore et al 2018 [62] Nigeria / Both 2012 1000 10-16 (13¢7) 510 / 490 4th report 2004 4¢1 2¢9
Adeomi et al 2019 [63] Nigeria / Urban 313 10-19 (14¢4) 130 / 183 4th report 2004 32¢9* 26¢2* 37¢7* 10¢2y
Ukoh et al 2020 [64] Nigeria / Urban 2015-2016 2401 10-19 (15¢1) 1196 / 1205 4th report 2004 4¢6 3¢8 5¢4 1¢3
Musa et al 2020 [33] Nigeria / Rural 2019 197 11-18 (14¢6) 97 / 100 SBP/DBP �130/85 Systolic: 5¢1

Diastolic: 12¢2
Systolic: 3¢1

Diastolic: 7¢2
Systolic: 7

Diastolic: 17

Isezuo et al 2018 [65] Nigeria 2014-2015 800 10-18 (14¢5) 424 / 376 4th report 2004 Total: 3¢1 10-13

yrs: 0¢4 14-16

yrs: 3¢9 16-18

yrs: 6¢3

3¢3 2¢9 Total: 7¢5 10-13

yrs: 2¢9 14-

16 yrs: 8¢8
16-18 yrs:

12¢6

7¢3 7¢7 0¢3

Yilgwan et al 2017 [66] Nigeria / Urban 241 6-12 (9¢2) 104 / 137 Joint National Commit-

tee 7th report, 2003

9¢1 10¢6 8 13¢7

Akinbodewa et al 2020

[98]

Nigeria / Rural 114 3-9 (5¢6)@10-17 (12¢9) 55/59 4th report 2004 Total: 7 3-9 yrs:

1¢6 10-17 yrs:

13¢2

1¢8 11¢9 Total: 12¢3 3-9

yrs: 11¢5 10-

17 yrs: 13¢2

9¢1 15¢3

Sadoh et al 2017 [67] Nigeria / Urban 2011-2012 1466 5-15 (9) 814 / 652 4th report 2004 2¢7 1¢8 3¢6 3¢1 2¢2 3¢9 5¢7
Wariri et al 2018 [71] Nigeria / Rural 2015 367 10-18 (14¢9) 191 / 176 4th report 2004 5¢7 4¢2 7¢4 10¢6 9¢1 11¢4

Central Africa

Chedjou-Nono et al

2017 [68]

Cameroon 2013-2014 76 2-17 (9¢9) 4th report 2004 Obese: 25¢0
Control: 0

Obese: 19¢4
Control: 5¢3

50

Chelo et al 2019 [69] Cameroon / Both 2017-2018 822 5-17 (9¢0) 353 / 469 2017 AAP 1¢6 8¢2 0¢6
*Combined high BP; yOverweight + Obese; Studies with same superscript (a,b,c) made use of same dataset but made use of either different classifications or study outcomes.
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Table 2
Subgroup analyses performed for meta-analysis of hypertension prevalence

Subgroup N studies Number of
participants

Prevalence
(95% CI)

I2 (%) p-values

Heterogeneity Heterogeneity
between groups

Egger test

Africa region
Western
Northern
Central
Southern
Eastern
Total

18
3
1
9
7
38

23,876
1749
822
17,207
8380
52,034

6¢0 (2¢8-10¢2)
15¢2 (5¢4-28¢8)
1¢6 (0¢9-2¢7)
7¢9 (4¢0-12¢9)
9¢5 (7¢1-12¢3)
7¢5 (5¢3-9¢9)

99¢3
-
-
98¢9
92¢1
99¢0

<0¢001
-
-
<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

<0¢001* 0¢029*
-
-
0¢263
0¢863
0¢452

Geographical setting
Urban
Rural
Total

9
11
20

8805
21,069
29,874

9¢2 (4¢6-15¢1)
5¢3 (3¢8-7¢0)
7¢0 (5¢0-9¢3)

98¢6
95¢4
97¢8

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢129 0¢465
0¢700
0¢226

Timing of data collection
Only after 2015
Before 2015
Total

14
17
31

8631
39,633
48,264

10¢0 (5¢7-15¢4)
5¢6 (2¢9-9¢1)
7¢4 (5¢0-10¢2)

98¢1
99¢4
99¢1

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢108 0¢410
0¢140
0¢484

Age group
Over 13
Under 13
Total

8
13
21

11,673
12,673
24,346

6¢8 (0¢8-17¢5)
6¢9 (3¢8-10¢8)
6¢8 (3¢5-11¢1)

99¢6
97¢8
99¢2

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢953 0¢050*
0¢847
0¢048*

Sex
Male
Female
Total

16
16
32

10,791
11,488
22,279

8¢2 (3¢5-14¢7)
10¢8 (7¢4-14¢7)
9¢5 (6¢4-13¢0)

99¢0
97¢1
98¢5

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢478 0¢133
0¢482
0¢095*

BMI Category
Underweight
Normal
Overweight/Obese
Total

4
9
9
22

1809
6885
823
9517

1¢0 (0¢1-2¢6)
4¢8 (2¢9-7¢1)
18¢5 (10¢2-28¢5)
7¢5 (5¢0-10¢3)

63¢5
93¢4
90¢5
95¢0

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

<0¢001* -
0¢449
0¢302
0¢009*

BP methodology
Automatic (oscillometric)
Manual (auscultation)
Total

21
11
32

32,806
8230
41,036

8¢2 (6¢0-10¢6)
4¢6 (3¢3-6¢0)
6¢9 (5¢3-8¢6)

98¢1
87¢9
97¢5

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢007* 0¢171
0¢094*
0¢275

Number of measurement occasions to define HTN
Single
Multiple
Total

26
10
36

35,832
8802
44,634

8¢0 (5¢9-10¢5)
4¢8 (3¢3-6¢5)
7¢0 (5¢4-8¢8)

98¢3
91¢0
97¢8

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢018* 0¢122
0¢494
0¢150

Standards used for classification of HTN
Fourth Report, AAP 2004
Clinical Practice, AAP 2017
Other/unclear
Total

30
2
6
38

46,731
1128
4175
52,034

7¢2 (4¢9-9¢9)
3¢2 (2¢3-4¢4)
9¢8 (2¢0-20¢1)
7¢5 (5¢3-9¢9)

99¢1
-
98¢8
99¢0

<0¢001
-
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢003* 0¢367
-
0¢849
0¢477

Sample size
>699 (median)
<699
Total

20
18
38

45,407
6627
52,034

6¢3 (3¢6-9¢7)
8¢8 (6¢4-11¢5)
7¢5 (5¢3-9¢9)

99¢4
92¢4
99¢0

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢206 0¢208
0¢337
0¢477

Risk of bias score
Moderate
Low
Total

15
23
38

15,476
36,558
52,034

11¢5 (6¢3-18¢0)
5¢3 (3¢9-6¢9)
7¢5 (5¢4-9¢9)

99¢1
97¢3
99¢0

<0¢001
<0¢001
<0¢001

0¢021* 0¢129
0¢973
0¢477

BMI: Body mass index; BP: Blood pressure; HTN: hypertension; * indicates statistical significance (p<0.05)
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denominator data (Raphadu et al [51], Chedjou-Nono et al [68])
(Figure 1). This resulted in 38 studies, 24 studies, and 27 studies
included for hypertension, elevated BP, and combined hypertension/
elevated BP, respectively.

The forest plots of pooled prevalence for hypertension,
elevated BP, and combined hypertension/elevated BP are shown in
Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively. None of these three meta-analyses
showed significant asymmetry indicative of publication bias, as indi-
cated by the funnel plot (supplementary figure 1) and the Egger test
(Figure 2-4). The pooled prevalence for hypertension was 7¢45% (CI
5¢30-9¢92), and for elevated BP was 11¢38% (CI 7¢94-15¢33). The
pooled prevalence for combined hypertension/elevated BP was
21¢74% (CI 15¢5-28¢69). High between-study heterogeneity was
found, with an I2 statistic of 98¢96%, 98¢97%, and 99¢48% respectively
for the analysis of hypertension, elevated BP, and combined hyper-
tension/elevated BP.
In subgroup analysis, the Northern (3 studies) and Eastern
African (7 studies) regions had the highest prevalence of hyper-
tension at 15¢2% (95% CI 5¢4-28¢8) and 9¢5% (7¢1-12¢3), respec-
tively. No significant difference in hypertension prevalence was
found for studies conducted in urban vs rural settings, although
18 of the included studies did not report on geographical setting.
Similarly, while studies with more recent timing of data collec-
tion (after 2015) showed a higher prevalence (10¢0% [95%CI 5¢7-
15¢4] vs 5¢6% (95% CI 2¢9-9¢1)), this subgroup difference was not
statistically significant.

Participants categorized as overweight or with obesity were found
to have a significantly higher prevalence of hypertension (18¢5% [95%
CI 10¢2-28¢5]) than those categorized as underweight or normal BMI
(1¢0% [95%CI 0¢1-2¢6], 4¢8% [95% CI 2¢9-7¢1], p<0¢001). No significant
difference was found for age or sex subgroups.

In terms of diagnostic methodology, a significantly higher preva-
lence of hypertension was found for studies using automated



Figure 2. Meta-analysis results in the form of a forest plot for prevalence of hypertension with cases (n), sample size, 95% confidence intervals, estimated prevalences and percent
weight per included study.

ES= estimated prevalence.
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(oscillometric) BP measurement (8¢2% [95%CI 6-10¢6]) than those
using manual auscultation (4¢6% [95% CI 3¢3-6¢0], p=0¢007). More-
over, studies measuring BP on at least two occasions to define hyper-
tension had significantly lower hypertension prevalence than studies
categorizing hypertension based on measurements on a single occa-
sion (4¢8% [95%CI 3¢3-6¢5] vs 8¢0% [95% CI 5¢9-10¢5], p=0¢018). Only
two studies did not report multiple measures on different occasions
or at least 2 measures on one occasion, [34,44] one of which statisti-
cally adjusted for this according to a reference standard [44]. When
omitting the remaining study, the pooled hypertension prevalence
was 7.0 (4.9-9.4) (Supplementary figure 13). Hypertension preva-
lence was higher in studies using the undefined or other diagnostic
standards for the classification of hypertension (9¢8% [95%CI 2¢0-
20¢1]) than those using the AAP 2004 or 2017 guidelines (7¢2% [95%CI
4¢9-9¢9], 3¢2% [95%CI 2¢3-4¢4], p=0¢003). Reflecting these other meth-
odological considerations, studies assigned a moderate risk of bias
score had a higher prevalence of hypertension than those with a
lower risk of bias score (11¢5% [95%CI 6¢3-18¢0] vs 5¢3% [95%CI 3¢9-
6¢9], p=0¢021).

Heterogeneity remained high within each subgroup analysis
(>90%). An indication of publication bias by Funnel plot and Egger
test statistic was found for the Western Africa region, age, sex, BMI
category, and manual BP auscultation.

In univariate meta-regression analysis, no significant associations
were found between hypertension prevalence and individual varia-
bles, including GDP per capita, which was log-transformed for nor-
mality, mean BMI, and mean age (supplementary table 2). In
multivariable meta-regression, a significant association with hyper-
tension prevalence was found for country log-GDP (adjusted coeffi-
cient: 0¢082, 95%CI: 0¢014-0¢151, p=0¢024) and mean age (adjusted
coefficient: -0¢026, 95%CI: -0¢044- -0¢008, p=0¢010), when also
adjusting for mean study BMI (model 2, table 3), with this model
accounting for 69¢5% of between-study variance (adjusted R2). How-
ever, these associations were no longer significant when additionally
adjusting for methodological characteristics (automated vs manual



Figure 3. Meta-analysis results in the form of a forest plot for prevalence of elevated blood pressure with cases (n), sample size, 95% confidence intervals, estimated prevalences and
percent weight per included study.

ES= estimated prevalence.
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BP measurement and number of measurement occasions) (model 3,
table 3).

6. Discussion

We found an overall prevalence of hypertension, elevated blood
pressure (BP) and combined elevated BP and hypertension in African
children and adolescents of 7¢5%, 11¢4% and 21¢7%, respectively. Our
analysis showed that hypertension was four times more prevalent in
participants classified as overweight or with obesity than in those
classified as normal weight.

As our methods were similar to the previous review [10],
when comparing the reviews, we were able to find three impor-
tant insights: (1) The prevalence of hypertension has increased
from 5¢5% to 7¢5%; (2) The prevalence of elevated BP has
remained unchanged (12¢7% to 11¢4%); and (3) The number of
studies reporting data on paediatric elevated BP has increased
significantly (from 51 papers in 21 years, representing 13 coun-
tries, to 53 papers in four years, representing ten countries). As
in the previous review, we found significantly higher levels of
hypertension in children and adolescents classified as with obe-
sity or overweight. While our subgroup meta-analysis indicated
that the prevalence of hypertension in participants that were
with obesity/overweight was four times as high as participants
with normal BMI, the previous review identified a six-fold
increase when comparing these groups [10]. A lack of a signifi-
cant association between BMI and hypertension prevalence in the
meta-regression could be due to the small number of papers
included (n=15 to 11), and differences in BMI trends across
included studies in terms of age group, sex, and geographical
location that we could not entirely correct for. Both reviews are
in line with numerous studies showing a connection between
overweight and obesity and hypertension and CVD both in Africa
and globally [76]. This apparent change in the risk may reflect a
change in prevalence of elevated BP, of obesity or of both. Obesity
levels amongst children and adolescents in Africa are rapidly
growing [7], with North Africa among the regions with the largest
absolute increase in the number of children and adolescents with
obesity. [7]

This obesity increase in North Africa was mirrored by increased
hypertension prevalence. There were significant differences seen
between the different African regions (Northern (15¢2%), Eastern
(9¢5%), Central (1¢6%), Southern (7¢9%) and Western (6¢0%)). Though
this may result from limited data in this area, with only three studies
from Northern Africa included in the meta-analyses, and one in par-
ticular (El-Koofy et al [34]) reporting significantly higher levels of
hypertension and obesity compared to other studies in the North
African region.

We also found no differences in hypertension prevalence between
boys and girls. This is different to findings from other world regions,
for example, in North America boys were more likely to have high BP
compared to girls [19]. This could be driven by underlying cultural,
behavioural, and biological factors that are not necessarily the same
worldwide. The wide variety of countries, regions, and ages included
in this review may have prevented us from identifying population-
specific sex differences in hypertension prevalence.

In our multivariable meta-regression analysis, higher country GDP
was found to be significantly associated with higher hypertension



Figure 4. Meta-analysis results in the form of a forest plot for prevalence of combined hypertension and elevated blood pressure with cases (n), sample size, 95% confidence inter-
vals, estimated prevalences and percent weight per included study.

ES= estimated prevalence.
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prevalence, when also adjusting for BMI. Variations in cardiovascular
risk factors across different socioeconomic status groups tend to dif-
fer in high-income countries vs LMIC, which we are unable to further
evaluate in more detail within this pooled meta-analysis [77]. How-
ever, the association between GDP and hypertension was lost when
additional variables concerning measurement method were added to
the model. With this said, countries with a higher GDP may be better
equipped both to follow measurement protocols resulting in a lower
prevalence and to roll out effective prevention, diagnosis, and treat-
ment programs to ultimately reduce the burden of hypertension. Our
results may indicate suppression of the association between log-GDP
and hypertension prevalence when not adjusting for age and BMI,
due to confounding or selection of studies with available data.

We found no difference in hypertension prevalence between rural
and urban areas � as opposed to the previous review, which found
prevalence to be higher in rural areas. This may be because an
increase in prevalence of risk factors for high blood pressure have
become more pervasive in all areas, or it may be that the mix of coun-
tries in each study were at different stages of the nutritional and
demographic transition. Indeed, studies in adults in the region sug-
gest that urban/rural differences may be country specific. For exam-
ple, a study in Zambia found rural adults had twice the hypertension
prevalence (47%) of urban Zambians (23%) [78], while in Sierra Leone,
prevalence in rural or urban areas was similar [79], and in Kenyan
women, those in urban areas had higher hypertension prevalence
than their rural counterparts [80].

In this systematic review we also investigated the impact of mea-
surement methods on the reported prevalence. The impact of varia-
tions in cuff size, measurement number, technique and type of device
used are well described and this was evident in our review [81]. Sig-
nificant differences were seen with type of BP measurement device
used (automated oscillometric vs manual auscultation), the number
of measurements taken (single vs multiple) and the classification
standard used (2004 AAP Fourth Report vs 2017 AAP Clinical Practice
vs Other/unclear). This was found to partially account for the high
heterogeneity seen between studies, although significant heteroge-
neity remained in subgroup analyses. These findings highlight several
problems in the evaluation of paediatric hypertension in Africa,
including the lack of standardized clinical guidelines for the region.
Therefore, defining acceptable methods appropriate to African set-
tings is essential for determining the prevalence of hypertension
amongst children in this region, which clearly varies widely with the
method used.

Of the studies reporting method of BP collection, 21 made use of
automated machines while 11 collected BP manually. We found a
higher prevalence of hypertension in children and adolescents mea-
sured with automated oscillometric devices (oscillometric 8¢2%; aus-
cultatory 4¢6%), which is in contrast to existing studies in adults [82].
However, a systematic review comparing automated oscillometric
and manual auscultatory methods in children did conclude auto-
mated oscillometric devices may be suitable for initial screening [83].
This is in line with the most recent (2017) paediatric hypertension
guidelines [19]. The use of manual BP devices requires a skilled
observer and more time, which may also present a challenge in low
recourse settings. Manual auscultatory devices also eliminate the
possibility of effective home monitoring. When collecting BP using
automated oscillometric devices, it is important to ensure the device
is validated for use in children, a factor rarely reported. An additional



Table 3
Multivariable meta-regression analyses results for hypertension prevalence

Model 1 Coefficient Standard error p-value 95% Confidence interval I2 residual (%) AdjustedR2 (%)

Log-GDP 0¢061 0¢041 0¢164 -0¢029-0¢150 77¢3 16¢5
Mean BMI -0¢005 0¢011 0¢682 -0¢028-0¢019 N=15
Model 2
Log-GDP 0¢082 0¢031 0¢024* 0¢014-0¢151 60¢9 69¢5
Mean BMI 0¢020 0¢012 0¢133 -0¢007-0¢048 N=14
Mean Age -0¢026 0¢008 0¢010* -0¢044- -0¢008
Model 3
Log-GDP 0¢059 0¢050 0¢297 -0¢707-0¢188 79¢6 8¢2
Mean BMI 0¢002 0¢028 0¢947 -0¢071-0¢075 N=11
Mean Age -0¢011 0¢023 0¢655 -0¢069-0¢048
Nr of measures -0¢016 0¢083 0¢856 -0¢230-0¢198
Auto vs Manual -0¢038 0¢085 0¢670 -0¢257-0¢180

Log-GDP: log-transformed gross domestic product of country; BMI: body mass index; Auto vs Manual: automatic blood pressure
measurement (oscillometric) vs manual blood pressure measurement (auscultation).
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barrier to both oscillometric and auscultatory methods in children
and adolescents is the importance of using paediatric cuffs. Paediatric
cuffs are expensive and may not be available in low-resource settings.
Similar to the used of validated devices, cuff size is often not reported.

When evaluating BP, the number of measures and measurement
occasions is also of importance. This review found that the prevalence
of hypertension in studies measuring BP on a single occasion was
almost double that of the studies that measured BP on multiple (at
least 2) occasions (single 8¢0%; multiple 4¢8%). While epidemiological
studies frequently assess blood pressure utilising 2-3 readings on a
single occasion, the 2004 AAP Fourth Report [24] only recommends
clinical diagnosis of hypertension if BP is consistently high on three
occasions, and the updated 2017 AAP Clinical Practice Guideline [19]
recommends clinical diagnostic evaluation and treatment initiation
upon high BP measured on multiple occasions. However, settings in
which healthcare has limited resources and is less accessible may
struggle to implement such recommendations in clinical settings,
and our results indicate that this may have implications for the iden-
tification of hypertension and, therefore, the appropriate use of
resources.

In addition to these methodological differences in the collection of
blood pressure, we found significant differences in hypertension
prevalence based on the standards used to classify hypertension. Of
the 41 studies included in this review, 32 used the 2004 AAP Fourth
Report [24] (hypertension prevalence 7¢2%), two used the more
recent 2017 AAP Clinical Practice [19] (hypertension prevalence
3¢2%), and 7 studies either made use of other guidelines or did not
clearly report which guidelines were used (hypertension prevalence
9¢8%) [84-86]. The lower prevalence of hypertension in the studies
using the 2017 AAP guidelines is unexpected, since they have lower
cut-offs. This is likely due to differences in other population charac-
teristics, such as the lower overweight/obesity prevalence, in those
two studies. Currently there are no African specific guidelines for the
classification of hypertension in children and adolescent. As a result,
clinicians and researchers make use of different international guide-
lines, leading to inconsistent classification of hypertension. While the
two most prevalent classification standards used in this review are
internationally accepted, their suitability for an African child and ado-
lescent populations remains unknown. A study comparing the 2017
AAP guidelines to that of the 2004 4th report, in 47200 paediatric sub-
jects from an international cohort (China, India, Iran, Korea, Poland,
and Tunisia), found that making use of the 2017 AAP guidelines
resulted in a 6¢3% reduction in elevated BP [87]. However, the preva-
lence of both stage one (7¢9 % increase) and stage two (1¢3% increase)
hypertension increased [87]. Additionally, a case control sub-study of
1606 subjects from the above mentioned cohort showed that, com-
pared to normotensive children, those reclassified upwards were
more likely to have a higher fasting blood glucose and advance lipid
profile [87]. This highlights the potential clinical significance of
appropriately classifying paediatric hypertension.

Taking into consideration the numerous barriers to effective diag-
nosis and management of hypertension in African children and ado-
lescents, primary prevention is essential. Given the clear association
between obesity and hypertension, programs such as those focusing
on weight control via the encouragement of balanced child and
maternal nutrition, feeding schemes and promotion of regular exer-
cise may help reduce the development of hypertension. Programs
promoting regular and effective home screening may additionally
prove a valuable strategy. Furthermore, the education of primary
healthcare providers on the importance of regular and accurate BP
screening even in resource-constrained environments is required.
With this said, the previous review by Noubiap et al [10] similarly
suggested the need for primary prevention through population inter-
ventions such as weight control, diet modification and the promotion
of physical activity, potentially through the use of existing child and
maternal health and school programmes. While some programs
focused on physical activity, diet and weight have been implemented
in Africa, they remain scarce, are often (temporarily) implemented by
individual organisations, and are inaccessible for many. However,
country-level programs, such as the South African salt legislation,
have proven to be effective in eliciting population level changes [88].
It is clear that the prevalence of hypertension is continuing to rise
and the need for effective increased primary prevention programmes,
including at country-level remains. Without intervention, the contin-
ued increase in paediatric hypertension, often tracking into adult-
hood, [14,15] will increasingly burden often already strained health
care systems.

Our results should be viewed within the context of the strengths
and limitations. The overall prevalence estimates should be inter-
preted considering the significant heterogeneity present amongst
studies. While potentially due in part to methodological and partici-
pant differences between studies, this could not be fully accounted
for by subgroup or regression analyses. Furthermore, studies differed
in the classification used to define hypertension. As such it is difficult
to determine the actual prevalence of hypertension. Moreover, the
Egger test for some of the subgroup comparisons was significant,
indicating possible presence of publication bias against smaller stud-
ies with different (larger or smaller) prevalence estimates. However,
the presence of significant between-study heterogeneity can ‘con-
found’ the assessment of publication bias, so that funnel plots and
quantitative measures such as the Egger test cannot be reliably inter-
preted as measures of publication bias [25,89]. While this review did
take into consideration all papers fitting the inclusion criteria, data
pertaining to paediatric hypertension was not equally distributed
across all regions of Africa, affecting the comparability of the different
regions. Moreover, the identified papers only represented ten African
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countries, three fewer than the previous review [10]. Such unrepre-
sented geographical differences may have impacted our findings, for
example for the Northern region for which only three papers were
available, one of which had prevalence of 38.9%, likely driving the
high prevalence estimate for the region. This highlights the impor-
tance of encouraging paediatric hypertension research across all Afri-
can countries. As the previous review did not report on classification
guidelines used we are unable to compare prevalence based on dif-
fering guidelines. Lastly, not all studies included in the meta-analysis
had data available for the variable(s) of interest, resulting in a lower
number of studies included in the meta-analysis and subgroup analy-
ses than in the systematic review.

In conclusion, despite difficulties in determining the true preva-
lence of hypertension, this review shows a rapidly expanding interest
in paediatric hypertension and elevated BP across the continent, sug-
gesting that countries are recognising this growing problem. Further,
the review suggests prevalence of hypertension among children and
adolescents in Africa has continued to increase over the last three
years, in line with increases in obesity in Africa. On a continent
plagued by low resources and sub-optimal access to healthcare, pre-
vention and strategies for effective early detection are of paramount
importance. Additionally, pan-African guidelines and standards are
urgently needed to help guide the measurement, screening, and
management of hypertension for children in the region.
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